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maximum entropy method
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Abstract
A train of optical mode-locked pulse pairs is used to generate a frequency grating in the ground state of rare earth ions
incorporated into the cores of optical fibers held at low temperatures. Detection of the photon echo stimulated from this
grating is complicated by the fact that neither spatial nor temporal discrimination may be exploited to separate the echo
signal from the pump and probe pulses in a fiber geometry. This obstacle is overcome by applying the maximum entropy
method (MEM) of spectrum reconstruction to the digitized data and extracting the strength of the echo signal from the
integration of its Fourier component. For small time delay (maximized echo amplitude) signal to background ratios for
the power spectral densities of the echo signals of —. 106 were consistently obtained with this method. Temperature
3H
dependences (15 to 65K) of the homogeneous linewidths obtained from the echo decay for the
4 ‘D2 transition of
3 + are reported.
Pr

1. Introduction
Time-domain studies of the homogeneous
linewidths of impurity centers incorporated as
dopants in glasses have augmented and cornplimented our understanding of the dephasing processes obtained from frequency-domain experiments. Knowledge of the dynamics of non-equilibrium glass structures over a wide range of times and
temperatures for a variety of systems is important
for testing the fundamental theories developed for
glasses, as well as for more applied objectives
*
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such as development of new laser materials and
investigation of proposed optical memory schemes.
The complexity of the amorphous state is underscored by contrasts between different systems in the
dependences of the homogeneous linewidth ~v
11.
For instance, temperature dependence of the dephasing times of electronic transitions of rare earth
ions in a number of glassy hosts has been measured
variously to be either linear or quadratic over
a broad temperature range, or linear at low temperatures with a cross-over to quadratic 7behavior
[1],
dependence
as opposed
theinexponential
or T Additionally,
found
for REtoions
crystalline hosts.
AVH has displayed either an increase or a decrease
with change in excitation energy across the spectral
profile for different systems [2]. In this set of
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experiments, we have used the accumulated grating
echo to measure the ternpeiatuie dependence of
~ at the most highly electronically strained sites
in the extreme long wavelength regions of the absorption band of ~H
4
D~of Pr~ in silicate glass
optical fibers. By exploiting the v~aseguide charac
teristics of fibers, reasonable levels of absorption
can he obtained in low ion concentration samples.
thus avoiding the complications associated with
high ion concentration. The apparent problem of
separation of input and output signal in this col
linear geometr~ is satisfaclorily resolved by trans
formation of accumulated digitized data into the
frequency domain by the maximum entrap i niethocl
[s]. a spectral reconstruction algorithm familiar in
NMR work.
F ollowing our measurement of dephasing rates
of Pr
in silicate fibers as a function both of
temperature and exciting waselengths in the range
of 25 to 70K. in contrast with previous studies. we
see evidence of an evolution from a quadratic tem
perature dependence to a T ~ behavior as popula
tions farther in the absorption band limits are
probed. There have been findings presented recently of increased site coordination in the far
wings of the absorption band as manifested for
example by siati.stu’aI tine structure [4] or by quasi
molecular complexes formed by the RE ions with
the host material [51. In the latter reference, the
authors found that frequency line-narrowed
spectra of Eu
in oxide glasses displayed systematic
changes with a sensitive dependence on excitation
wavelength. It is thus resonable to conclude that this
esolution of dephasing rate temperature dependence parallels the distribution of ions from more
glassy to more crystalline or coordinated sites.

2. Experiment and data analysis
The experimental layout is illustrated in Fig. I
A
continuous
train
of
frequency-tunable
picosecond pulses is produced by a tunahle dye
laser synchronously pumped by a mode locked argon ion laser. The beam of pulses is split by a 50 50
pellicle beam splitter. The separate beams pass
through an optical chopper and are modulated at
frequencies / and ,~1. where / is nominally 2.4 kHi.
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The delay. ~ ~. between pulses one and two is
continuously ad~ustahlebetween () and ‘ us. The
beams of pulses are then rejoined at a second pcIide beam splitter and then coupled into an optical
fihei . The autocorrelator and optical spectrum ana!yier pros ide beam diagnostics
I he cry ostat contains 20 40 iii of optical fiber
which has been doped with a low concentration of
Pr
Two meters of undoped fiber and fusion
spliced to the doped fiber to bring the light signal
into and out of the low temperature ens ironment.
The repetiti’.e nature of an accumulated grating
echo experiment [61 produces an echo signal which
is orders of magnitude stronger than that produced
with either a two or three-pulse echo experiment.
While a collinear pulse geometr~ maximizes the
amplitude of the signal. this experimental arrange
ment lacks the advantage of exploiting the direc
tional character ) phase matching condition) of
a standard photon echo experiment in which the
pump and probe are crossed at a small angle to
facilitate detection of the weak signal at the angle
between them. In the case of a fiber geometry, the
echoes are superimposed on the second pulse of
each pulse pair. An additional difficulty’ in extract
ing the echo amplitude is that the frequency of
pulse arrival is far too high to use any type of
electra-optic gating des ice to discriminate between
pulses. However, since for a gisen pulse pair phasc
separation the echo is at a maximum only when
both the modulated pump and probe beams (beam
I and 2) are at their maxima, cons ersion of the data
to the frcquencs domain by a F ourier transform
efficiently extracts the power of the echo signal
from both the oserlapping pump and probe signals
and the background noise. The combined signal
from the photodiode detector is routed to a storage
oscilloscope and the digitized signal is ported to
a Sun workstation for analysis. Data accumulated
oser many cycles is transformed into frequency
space by the maximum entropy method (M EM)
with the power of the echo signal inferred from the
integration of its Fourier component When the
pump and probe beams are modulated at / and ~t.
the Fourier component of the echo signal occurs at
the difference frequency 1 6. The MFM prosidcd
seseral adsantages oser a standard fast J-’ouriei
transform (F F T). while requiring only a modest
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Fig. I. Experimental arrangement for the accumulated grating echo measurements.

increase in computational time. In addition to

behavior of the dephasing time T2 over that

giving a much improved signal to noise ratio, the

parameter space may be characterized.

MEM is also free of the constraint of the minimum
Nyquist step size, ~,f 11NAt, where N is the
number of data points and /~tis the time step size,
thus allowing a spectrum with finer frequency
grid to be generated. Finally, by systematically
repeating the experiment over an appropriate range
of temperatures

and exciting wavelengths, the

3. Results and discussion
The solid line spectrum in Fig. 2 is an example of
the result of raw data processed by the MEM
around the 400 Hz center frequency of the echo
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signal. To illustrate the contrast betw’een the
two transform techniques. the power spectral density as obtained from the standard FFT is also
displayed.
The dephasing rates of rare earth and other ions
display a markedly different behavior when embedded in a crystal as opposed to a glassy environment,
[or instance, the temperature dependence of the
dephasing rates of Pr in LaF is well understood
in terms of the two phonon Raman and the onephonon direct broadening mechanism [7.8]. The
Raman prncess, which behaves as F’ abose the
Debye temperature, falls ofT as 7 at lower temperatures, leaving dominant the exponentially actisated one-phonon direct process. In glasses the
lower power dependence observed at the higher
temperatures persists to very low temperatures.
This F’” power law (1.8 < in < 2.2 depending on
the ion), has been well investigated as a function of
temperature and to some degree as a function of
exciting wavelength. The study of the dephasing
times ~is’~i function of both of these parameters was

~Th

the original motivation for an entire set of experi
ments [9], and has provided an interesting insight
into the site coordination of the dopant ion. F or
example, note in Fig. 3 that the homogeneous
linewidth of the Pr~- displays the expected quad
ratic dependence upon temperature at i
618 nm.
but behaves as F’ slightly further into the longest
wavelength region of the absorption band. Taking
into consideration the increase in site coordination
in the wings of the absorption band referenced
in the introduction, w’e attribute this observation
of shifting temperature dependence of the homo
geneous linewidths with increasing exciting
wavelength to evidence of an evolution from
a more glassy environment to a more crystalline
one in the farthest low’ energy wing of the
absorption band.
These studies augment the body of data concern
ing both the dephasing processes in glasses and
site selective spectroscopy. hopefully assisting in
elucidating a complex and still not yet fully under
stood system.
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